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Accelerator-based long-baseline  
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Study neutrino oscillation : 
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High intense ν 
beam

Large size Water 
Cherenkov detector

• major physics target is to explore neutrino CP violation

Super‐Kamiokande J‐PARCNear Detectors

Neutrino Beam

295 km

Mt. Noguchi‐Goro
2,924 m

Mt. Ikeno‐Yama
1,360 m

1,700 m below sea level

-oscillationν

Open questions:

• value of  → if , CP violation


• sign of  (mass ordering)


• is  maximal? octant? (i.e.  <  or  > )
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a phase-convention invariant measure of CP violation. In the standard parametrization
of the PMNS matrix

U =




1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 −s23 c23








c13 0 s13e−iδCP

0 1 0
−s13eiδCP 0 c13








c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0
0 0 1



 (1.1.30)

cij ≡ cos θij (1.1.31)

sij ≡ sin θij (1.1.32)

this is proportional to sin δCP (and sines and cosines of the three mixing angles θ12, θ23,
θ13). Since this CP violation term is just the last term in the oscillation formula (1.1.22),
it is in principle possible to constrain δCP without preparing an anti-neutrino beam, by
measuring the energy-dependency of the appearance probability.

CP violation in neutrino oscillation demands three neutrino flavors as can be shown
by counting the number of CP violating complex phases (evidently J = 0 if U is real).
The PMNS matrix U is an element of U(N), which has N2 degrees of freedom (N2 − 1
from the traceless hermitian generators and one overall U(1) phase). U(N) contains the
(real) orthogonal matrices O(N) with N(N − 1)/2 degrees of freedom. This leaves us
with N(N + 1)/2 complex phases. We can now try to write U as a sandwich product of
2N diagonal phases and an O(N) core:

Uαi
?
= exp(iφα)Rαi exp(iψi) (R ∈ O(N)) (1.1.33)

where the equality holds if the number of independent degrees of freedom is N2. Such
diagonal phases are CP conserving (in fact have no effect on neutrino oscillation at all):

U∗
αiUβiUαjU

∗
βj = RαiRβiRαjRβj ∈ R. (1.1.34)

So we may think the number of CP violating phases for U(N) is max{N(N + 1)/2− 2N, 0}
(0, 0, 2, 5, . . . for N = 2, 3, 4, 5, . . .), requiring N ≥ 4 generations for CP violation. How-
ever, one overall phase of φα and ψi commutes with R (it’s just a c-number) and is thus
degenerate. The number of independent complex diagonal phases is therefore reduced by
1. This means the number of CP violating phases really is

#CPV = max

{
N(N − 3)

2
+ 1, 0

}
(1.1.35)

(#CPV = 0, 1, 3, 6, . . . for N = 2, 3, 4, 5, . . .) and CP violation in neutrino oscillation
becomes possible with N ≥ 3 generations. The diagonal phases that we were able to
ignore for neutrino oscillation (called Majorana phases), can still have a physical meaning
if the neutrino is Majorana, and play a role in neutrino-less double-beta decay.

The discussion above was given by Kobayashi and Maskawa [12] to explain the already
observed CP violation in the quark sector by introducing a third generation of quarks.
The mixing matrix is called the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix and has
very small mixing angles unlike the PMNS matrix. This causes a very small value of the
Jarlskog constant J = (3.18± 0.15)× 10−5 [13]. When studying the impact on the size of
the baryon asymmetry of the universe (BAU) we get additional factors of squared mass
differences (m2
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normalized by the 12th power of the electroweak symmetry breaking scale ∼ 100GeV
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FIG. 1. Observed ⌫e and ⌫̄e candidate events at SK.
Subfigure a (b) shows the reconstructed neutrino energy spec-
tra for the SK samples containing electron-like events in
neutrino(antineutrino)-mode beam running. The uncertainty
shown around the data points accounts for statistical uncer-
tainty. The uncertainty range is chosen to include all points
for which the measured number of data events is inside the
68% confidence interval of a Poisson distribution centred at
that point. The solid stacked chart shows the predicted num-
ber of events for the CP -conserving point �CP = 0 sepa-
rated according to whether the event was from an oscillated
neutrino or antineutrino or from a background process. The
dashed lines show the total predicted number of events for
the two most extreme CP -violating cases. Subfigure c shows
the predicted number of events for �CP = �⇡

2 and the mea-
sured number of events in the three electron-like samples at
SK. The predicted number of events is broken down into the
same categories as subfigures a and b and the systematic un-
certainty shown is after the near-detector fit. In both a and
b for all predictions, normal ordering is assumed, and sin2 ✓23
and �m2

32 are at their best-fit values. sin2 ✓13, sin
2 ✓12 and

�m2
21 take the values indicated by external world average

measurements [2]. The parameters accounting for systematic
uncertainties take their best-fit values after the near-detector
fit.
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FIG. 2. Particle identification in the SK detector. Dis-
tribution of the particle identification (PID) parameter used
to classify Cherenkov rings as electron-like and muon-like.
Events to the left of the blue line are classified as electron-
like and those to the right as muon-like. The filled histograms
show the expected number of single ring events after neutrino
oscillations, with the first and last bins of the distribution
containing events with discriminator values above and below
the displayed range respectively. The vertical error bars on
the data points are the standard deviation due to statistical
uncertainty. The PID algorithm uses properties of the light
distribution such as the blurriness of the Cherenkov ring to
classify events. The insets show examples of an electron-like
(left) and muon-like (right) Cherenkov ring.

We form five independent samples of SK events. For both
neutrino- and antineutrino-beam mode there is a sam-
ple of events that contain a single muon-like ring (de-
noted 1µ), and a sample of events that contain only a
single electron-like ring (denoted 1e0de). These single-
lepton samples are dominated by CCQE interactions. In
neutrino-mode there is a sample containing an electron-
like ring as well as the signature of an additional delayed
electron from the decay of a charged pion and subsequent
muon (denoted 1e1de). We do not use this sample in
antineutrino-mode because charged pions from antineu-
trino interactions are mostly absorbed by a nucleus before
they decay. Identifying both muon and electron neutrino
interactions in both the neutrino- and antineutrino-mode
beams allows us to measure the probabilities for four os-
cillation channels: ⌫µ ! ⌫µ and ⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄µ, ⌫µ ! ⌫e and
⌫̄µ ! ⌫̄e.
We define a model of the expected number of neutrino
events as a function of kinematic variables measured in
our detectors with degrees of freedom for each of the os-
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Table III summarizes the fractional error on the ex-
pected number of SK events using a 1� variation of the
flux, cross-section, and far detector uncertainties.

E. Oscillation analysis

The analysis method here follows from what was pre-
sented in [1]. As described in Sec. I the three flavor
neutrino oscillation formalism is extended to include in-
dependent parameters sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 which only
a↵ect antineutrino oscillations. Any di↵erence between
sin2(✓23) and sin2(✓23) or �m2

32 and �m2
32 could be in-

terpreted as new physics.
With the number of events predicted in the antineu-

trino sample, the uncertainties on the background mod-
els have a non-negligible impact on the measurement of
sin2(✓23) and �m2

32. The largest is the contribution
from the uncertainty on sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 due to the
significant neutrino background in the antineutrino sam-
ple. This provides the motivation for a simultaneous fit
of the neutrino and antineutrino data sets.

The oscillation parameters of interest, sin2(✓23),�m2
32,

sin2(✓23) and�m2
32, are estimated using a maximum like-

lihood fit to the measured reconstructed energy spectra
in the far detector, for neutrino mode and antineutrino
mode µ-like samples. In each case, fits are performed
by maximizing the marginal likelihood in the two dimen-
sional parameter space for each pair of parameters. The
marginal likelihood is obtained by integrating over the
nuisance parameters f with prior probability densities
⇡(f), giving a likelihood as a function of only the rele-
vant oscillation parameters o:

L(o) =
Z binsY

i

Li(o, f)⇥ ⇡(f) df , (1)

where bins denotes the number of analysis bins. All other
oscillation parameters, except �CP , are treated as nui-
sance parameters along with systematic parameters and
are marginalized in the construction of the likelihood.
�CP is fixed to 0 in each fit as it has a negligible impact
on the disappearance spectra at T2K. Oscillation prob-
abilities are calculated using the full three-flavor oscilla-
tion framework [38], with sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 for ⌫, and
sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 for ⌫. Matter e↵ects, almost negli-
gible in this analysis, are included with a matter density
of ⇢ = 2.6 g/cm3 [39].

Confidence regions are constructed for the oscillation
parameters using the constant ��2 method [37]. We
define ��2 = �2 ln(L(o)/max(L)) as the logarithm of
the ratio of the marginal likelihood at a point o in the
sin2(

(

✓
)

23) – �(m)2
32 oscillation parameter space and the

maximum marginal likelihood. The confidence region
is then defined as the area of the oscillation parameter
space for which ��2 is less than a standard critical value.
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FIG. 1. Top: Reconstructed energy distribution of the 135 far
detector ⌫µ-CCQE candidate events (left) and 66 ⌫µ-CCQE
candidate events (right), with predicted spectra for best fit
and no oscillation cases. Bottom: Ratio to unoscillated pre-
dictions.

This method was used as the di↵erence between the con-
fidence regions produced by it and those obtained using
the Feldman-Cousins [40] method was found to be small.
For the Feldman-Cousins method, the critical chi-square
values were calculated for a coarse set of points in the
oscillation parameter space.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reconstructed energy spectra of the events ob-
served during neutrino and antineutrino running modes
are shown in Figure 1. These are overlaid with the predic-
tions for the best fit values of the oscillation parameters
assuming normal hierarchy, and in the case of no oscilla-
tions. The lower plots in Fig. 1 show the ratio of data
to the unoscillated spectrum.
Assuming normal hierarchy, the best fit values ob-

tained for the parameters describing neutrino oscillations
are sin2(✓23) = 0.51 and �m2

32 = 2.53 ⇥ 10�3eV2/c4

with 68% confidence intervals of 0.44 – 0.59 and 2.40 –
2.68 (⇥10�3eV2/c4) respectively. For the antineutrino
parameters, the best fit values are sin2(✓23) = 0.42 and
�m2

32 = 2.55 ⇥ 10�3eV2/c4 with 68% confidence inter-
vals of 0.35 – 0.67 and 2.28 – 2.88 (⇥10�3eV2/c4) re-
spectively. The values for the inverted hierarchy can
be obtained by replacing �(m)2

32 by ��(m)2
31, e↵ectively

changing the sign of �(m)2
32 and shifting its absolute value

by ��m2
12 = �7.53 ⇥ 10�5 eV2/c4. Those results were

cross-checked using a second, independent, analysis.
A goodness-of-fit test was performed by comparing the

best fit value of the �2 to the values obtained for an
ensemble of toy experiments generated with systematic
variations and statistical fluctuations, giving a p-value of
96%.
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candidate events (right), with predicted spectra for best fit
and no oscillation cases. Bottom: Ratio to unoscillated pre-
dictions.
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trino sample, the uncertainties on the background mod-
els have a non-negligible impact on the measurement of
sin2(✓23) and �m2

32. The largest is the contribution
from the uncertainty on sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 due to the
significant neutrino background in the antineutrino sam-
ple. This provides the motivation for a simultaneous fit
of the neutrino and antineutrino data sets.

The oscillation parameters of interest, sin2(✓23),�m2
32,

sin2(✓23) and�m2
32, are estimated using a maximum like-

lihood fit to the measured reconstructed energy spectra
in the far detector, for neutrino mode and antineutrino
mode µ-like samples. In each case, fits are performed
by maximizing the marginal likelihood in the two dimen-
sional parameter space for each pair of parameters. The
marginal likelihood is obtained by integrating over the
nuisance parameters f with prior probability densities
⇡(f), giving a likelihood as a function of only the rele-
vant oscillation parameters o:

L(o) =
Z binsY

i

Li(o, f)⇥ ⇡(f) df , (1)

where bins denotes the number of analysis bins. All other
oscillation parameters, except �CP , are treated as nui-
sance parameters along with systematic parameters and
are marginalized in the construction of the likelihood.
�CP is fixed to 0 in each fit as it has a negligible impact
on the disappearance spectra at T2K. Oscillation prob-
abilities are calculated using the full three-flavor oscilla-
tion framework [38], with sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 for ⌫, and
sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 for ⌫. Matter e↵ects, almost negli-
gible in this analysis, are included with a matter density
of ⇢ = 2.6 g/cm3 [39].

Confidence regions are constructed for the oscillation
parameters using the constant ��2 method [37]. We
define ��2 = �2 ln(L(o)/max(L)) as the logarithm of
the ratio of the marginal likelihood at a point o in the
sin2(

(

✓
)

23) – �(m)2
32 oscillation parameter space and the

maximum marginal likelihood. The confidence region
is then defined as the area of the oscillation parameter
space for which ��2 is less than a standard critical value.
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FIG. 1. Top: Reconstructed energy distribution of the 135 far
detector ⌫µ-CCQE candidate events (left) and 66 ⌫µ-CCQE
candidate events (right), with predicted spectra for best fit
and no oscillation cases. Bottom: Ratio to unoscillated pre-
dictions.

This method was used as the di↵erence between the con-
fidence regions produced by it and those obtained using
the Feldman-Cousins [40] method was found to be small.
For the Feldman-Cousins method, the critical chi-square
values were calculated for a coarse set of points in the
oscillation parameter space.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reconstructed energy spectra of the events ob-
served during neutrino and antineutrino running modes
are shown in Figure 1. These are overlaid with the predic-
tions for the best fit values of the oscillation parameters
assuming normal hierarchy, and in the case of no oscilla-
tions. The lower plots in Fig. 1 show the ratio of data
to the unoscillated spectrum.
Assuming normal hierarchy, the best fit values ob-

tained for the parameters describing neutrino oscillations
are sin2(✓23) = 0.51 and �m2

32 = 2.53 ⇥ 10�3eV2/c4

with 68% confidence intervals of 0.44 – 0.59 and 2.40 –
2.68 (⇥10�3eV2/c4) respectively. For the antineutrino
parameters, the best fit values are sin2(✓23) = 0.42 and
�m2

32 = 2.55 ⇥ 10�3eV2/c4 with 68% confidence inter-
vals of 0.35 – 0.67 and 2.28 – 2.88 (⇥10�3eV2/c4) re-
spectively. The values for the inverted hierarchy can
be obtained by replacing �(m)2

32 by ��(m)2
31, e↵ectively

changing the sign of �(m)2
32 and shifting its absolute value

by ��m2
12 = �7.53 ⇥ 10�5 eV2/c4. Those results were

cross-checked using a second, independent, analysis.
A goodness-of-fit test was performed by comparing the

best fit value of the �2 to the values obtained for an
ensemble of toy experiments generated with systematic
variations and statistical fluctuations, giving a p-value of
96%.
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Table III summarizes the fractional error on the ex-
pected number of SK events using a 1� variation of the
flux, cross-section, and far detector uncertainties.

E. Oscillation analysis

The analysis method here follows from what was pre-
sented in [1]. As described in Sec. I the three flavor
neutrino oscillation formalism is extended to include in-
dependent parameters sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 which only
a↵ect antineutrino oscillations. Any di↵erence between
sin2(✓23) and sin2(✓23) or �m2

32 and �m2
32 could be in-

terpreted as new physics.
With the number of events predicted in the antineu-

trino sample, the uncertainties on the background mod-
els have a non-negligible impact on the measurement of
sin2(✓23) and �m2

32. The largest is the contribution
from the uncertainty on sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 due to the
significant neutrino background in the antineutrino sam-
ple. This provides the motivation for a simultaneous fit
of the neutrino and antineutrino data sets.
The oscillation parameters of interest, sin2(✓23),�m2

32,
sin2(✓23) and�m2

32, are estimated using a maximum like-
lihood fit to the measured reconstructed energy spectra
in the far detector, for neutrino mode and antineutrino
mode µ-like samples. In each case, fits are performed
by maximizing the marginal likelihood in the two dimen-
sional parameter space for each pair of parameters. The
marginal likelihood is obtained by integrating over the
nuisance parameters f with prior probability densities
⇡(f), giving a likelihood as a function of only the rele-
vant oscillation parameters o:

L(o) =
Z binsY

i

Li(o, f)⇥ ⇡(f) df , (1)

where bins denotes the number of analysis bins. All other
oscillation parameters, except �CP , are treated as nui-
sance parameters along with systematic parameters and
are marginalized in the construction of the likelihood.
�CP is fixed to 0 in each fit as it has a negligible impact
on the disappearance spectra at T2K. Oscillation prob-
abilities are calculated using the full three-flavor oscilla-
tion framework [38], with sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 for ⌫, and
sin2(✓23) and �m2

32 for ⌫. Matter e↵ects, almost negli-
gible in this analysis, are included with a matter density
of ⇢ = 2.6 g/cm3 [39].
Confidence regions are constructed for the oscillation

parameters using the constant ��2 method [37]. We
define ��2 = �2 ln(L(o)/max(L)) as the logarithm of
the ratio of the marginal likelihood at a point o in the
sin2(

(

✓
)

23) – �(m)2
32 oscillation parameter space and the

maximum marginal likelihood. The confidence region
is then defined as the area of the oscillation parameter
space for which ��2 is less than a standard critical value.
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FIG. 1. Top: Reconstructed energy distribution of the 135 far
detector ⌫µ-CCQE candidate events (left) and 66 ⌫µ-CCQE
candidate events (right), with predicted spectra for best fit
and no oscillation cases. Bottom: Ratio to unoscillated pre-
dictions.

This method was used as the di↵erence between the con-
fidence regions produced by it and those obtained using
the Feldman-Cousins [40] method was found to be small.
For the Feldman-Cousins method, the critical chi-square
values were calculated for a coarse set of points in the
oscillation parameter space.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reconstructed energy spectra of the events ob-
served during neutrino and antineutrino running modes
are shown in Figure 1. These are overlaid with the predic-
tions for the best fit values of the oscillation parameters
assuming normal hierarchy, and in the case of no oscilla-
tions. The lower plots in Fig. 1 show the ratio of data
to the unoscillated spectrum.
Assuming normal hierarchy, the best fit values ob-

tained for the parameters describing neutrino oscillations
are sin2(✓23) = 0.51 and �m2

32 = 2.53 ⇥ 10�3eV2/c4

with 68% confidence intervals of 0.44 – 0.59 and 2.40 –
2.68 (⇥10�3eV2/c4) respectively. For the antineutrino
parameters, the best fit values are sin2(✓23) = 0.42 and
�m2

32 = 2.55 ⇥ 10�3eV2/c4 with 68% confidence inter-
vals of 0.35 – 0.67 and 2.28 – 2.88 (⇥10�3eV2/c4) re-
spectively. The values for the inverted hierarchy can
be obtained by replacing �(m)2

32 by ��(m)2
31, e↵ectively

changing the sign of �(m)2
32 and shifting its absolute value

by ��m2
12 = �7.53 ⇥ 10�5 eV2/c4. Those results were

cross-checked using a second, independent, analysis.
A goodness-of-fit test was performed by comparing the

best fit value of the �2 to the values obtained for an
ensemble of toy experiments generated with systematic
variations and statistical fluctuations, giving a p-value of
96%.
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Neutrino oscillation
• Flavor changes during flight (quantum effect over macroscopic length) 
• can evaluate the mass diff. and mixing 

3

, θij ： mixing angle,  cij = cosθij, sij = sinθij,   Δm2ij = mi2 -mj2

NEUTRINO MIXING & OSCILLATIONS

3

➤ The neutrinos have states of definite mass and states of definite flavor  

➤ Neutrinos are produced and interact in their flavor states:

➤ Neutrinos propagate as states of definite mass.  Flavor states are a 
linear superposition of mass states:

➤ The relative phase of propagation depends on Δm2ji = mj2-mi2 

➤ These relative phases and a non-diagonal mixing matrix U lead to 
neutrino oscillations!

α = e, µ, τ

Mass
eigenstate

Flavor
eigenstate
α = e,μ,τ

L=295km
Δm2=2.4e-3 eV2

sin22θ=1

(in case of 2 flavor)

P (⇥� � ⇥⇥) = sin2(2�) sin2

�
1.27�m2L

E⇤

⇥

• in 3 flavor case, there are three mixing parameters (θ12,θ23,θ13) and two 
mass differences (Δm221, Δm232) and one complex phase (δCP)
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What we know up to now 
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PoS(ICHEP2012)033

New physics from flavour Sheldon Stone

1. Introduction: Reasons for physics beyond the Standard Model

Although the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics provides an excellent description of
electroweak and strong interactions, there are many reasons that we expect to observe new forces
giving rise to new particles at larger masses than the known fermions or bosons. One oft noted
source of this belief is the observation of dark matter in the cosmos as evidenced by galactic angular
velocity distributions [1], gravitational lensing [2], and galactic collisions [3]. The existence of dark
energy, believed to cause the accelerating expansion of the Universe, is another source of mystery
[4]. The fine tuning of quantum corrections needed to keep, for example, the Higgs boson mass at
the electroweak scale rather than near the Planck scale is another reason habitually mentioned for
new physics (NP) and is usually called “the hierarchy problem” [5].

It is interesting to note that the above cited reasons are all tied in one way or another to
gravity. Dark matter may or may not have purely gravitational interactions, dark energy may be
explained by a cosmological constant or at least be a purely general relativistic phenomena, and the
Planck scale is defined by gravity; other scales may exist at much lower energies, so the quantum
corrections could be much smaller. There are, however, many observations that are not explained
by the SM, and have nothing to do with gravity, as far as we know. Consider the size of the quark
mixing matrix (CKM) elements [6] and also the neutrino mixing matrix (PMNS) elements [7].
These are shown pictorially in Fig. 1. We do not understand the relative sizes of these values or nor
the relationship between quarks and neutrinos.

d            s            b            

u

c

t

ν          ν          ν            

ν

ν

ν

1                   2                   3

e

μ

τ

CKM                             PMNS

Figure 1: (left) Sizes of the the CKM matrix elements for quark mixing, and (right) the PMNS matrix
elements for neutrino mixing. The area of the squares represents the square of the matrix elements.

We also do not understand the masses of the fundamental matter constituents, the quarks and
leptons. Not only are they not predicted, but also the relationships among them are not understood.
These masses, shown in Fig. 2, span 12 orders of magnitude [7]. There may be a connections
between the mass values and the values of the mixing matrix elements, but thus far no connection
besides simple numerology exists.

What we are seeking is a new theoretical explanation of the above mentioned facts. Of course,
any new model must explain all the data, so that any one measurement could confound a model.
It is not a good plan, however, to try and find only one discrepancy; experiment must determine a

2

S.Stone, PoS(ICHEP2012)933
Area ~ U2

P. B. Denton, Neutrino2022

θ23 ~45°

θ13 ~9°

δCP ? 

θ12 ~33°

measured with ~3% precision

Mass ordering :  
 m3 > m2   or  m3 < m2 ?

Neutrino mixing looks 
stronger than quark

|Δm232| 

Δm221

(error of U is still large)

year
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Do neutrinos violate CP symmetry ? 
• It is still unknown but the size of CP violation of neutrino 

(PMNS) could be O(103) larger than the quarks (CKM)

5

JCKM
CP ≈ 3 × 10−5 JPMNS

CP ≈ 0.033 × sin δCP

NuFact Aug 1-6, 2022 Dr Laura Kormos, Lancaster University 21/31

More oscillation results

Bayesian posterior probabilities (with reactor constraint)

Jarlskog Invariant: J
CP

= sinθ
13

cos2θ
13

sinθ
12

cosθ
12

sinθ
23

cosθ
23

sinδ
CP

Jarlskog invariant  is
independent of PMNS
parameterization.

• Neutrino are the possible source of CP violation which can 
explain the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe 

Jarlskog invariant (=size of CPV) : 

Leptogenesis There are models in which only PMNS CP phase can generation the 
matter-antimatter asymmetry.

[Nucl. Phys. B774 (2007) 1], [JHEP 03, 034(2019)]
[arXiv:1609.05028. arXiv:1807.06582]

EW Baryogenesis
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T2K collaboration

~528 members, 76 institutes, 14 countries
6

Collaboration meeting at Tokai  
(2023.Feb) !"#���	��
�
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T2K and NOvA

• L=295km  → matter eff. is negligible 
• Almost pure CPV measurement 
• Beam power : 500kW (soon >750kW) 
• SK water Cherenkov detector

7

• L=810km → matter eff. is not negligible 
• Sensitive to mass ordering 
• ~900kW 
• Segmented liquid scintillator detector 

(tracking, calorimetric)
Long baseline neutrino experimentsMasashi Yokoyama (UTokyo)

T2K and NOvA

�13

2009- 2014-

Different baselines — different effect from matter effect (and possibly others not dependent on L/E)

T2K has a shorter baseline, purer effect of CPV

NOvA has a longer baseline, more matter effect and sensitivity to mass hierarchy


Can provide complementary information

295km

810km

Parallel talks by  P.Litchfield and J.Bian
Long baseline neutrino experimentsMasashi Yokoyama (UTokyo)

T2K and NOvA

�13

2009- 2014-

Different baselines — different effect from matter effect (and possibly others not dependent on L/E)

T2K has a shorter baseline, purer effect of CPV

NOvA has a longer baseline, more matter effect and sensitivity to mass hierarchy


Can provide complementary information

295km

810km

Parallel talks by  P.Litchfield and J.Bian

T2K and NOvA can provide complementary information

proton
accelerator

neutrino
production

(target, horns)

Near
detectors

Far
detectors

νμ νμ? νe?
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T2K : CPV results

8

T2K data prefers the maximal CP violation (δCP= -90°). 
CP conservation is excluded at 90% C.L.
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0.60, 0.55, 0.50, 0.45 = 23θ2sin
2 eV3−10× = 2.4932

2mΔ
2 eV3−10×2.49− = 31

2mΔ
π = CPδ

/2π+ = CPδ
 = 0CPδ

/2π− = CPδ
68% syst err. at best-fit
Best-fit
Data (68% stat err.) 10, 2022 preliminary−T2K Run 1

More statistics is needed
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0.60, 0.55, 0.50, 0.45 = 23θ2sin
2 eV3−10× = 2.4932

2mΔ
2 eV3−10×2.49− = 31

2mΔ
π = CPδ

/2π+ = CPδ
 = 0CPδ

/2π− = CPδ
68% syst err. at best-fit
Best-fit
Data (68% stat err.) 10, 2022 preliminary−T2K Run 1

๏ The first strong constraints on the δCP parameter using the data until 2019 
published on Nature paper (2020) 

๏ Latest results:
DOI:10.1038/s41586-020-2177-0
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Comparisons among T2K, NOvA and SK

• T2K-NOvA, T2K-SK joint analysis are on-going : different 
energies, baselines and detector technologies 

• expect better sensitivity in mass ordering, δCP and θ23 octant 
due to resolved degeneracies and syst. constraints

9
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ND280 upgrade for T2K

Features of the upgraded detector 
・Replacing P0D keeping downstream FGDs/TPCs 
・Two TPCs to cover high angle from scintillator target 
・New scintillator detector, SuperFGD, is adopted 
・Total target mass：2.2t → 4.3t 
→ Large target mass & improved detectors in the dipole magnet 

Magnet 
yoke 
& coils 

FGDsTPCs
P0D

ν beam

ECAL
TPCs

ToF detectors 

Upgraded ND280Current ND280
High-Angle TPCs

SuperFGD

7.6 m

ND280 upgrade

 /3023

ND280 upgrade plan for T2K
• Large angle acceptance to constrain neutrino interaction models
• Measurement of short tracks to identify non-QE, NC D etc.

SuperFGD
(scintillator target tracker)
~2m!, ~2M cubes, ~60k ch

×2

High Angle TPC

TOF

arXiv:1901.03750

Improve 
reconstruction of 
hadron (short) tracks

Hyper-K is planning to use ND280 after T2K has finished

There will be talk by Patrick Dunne on July 2nd
“Latest Neutrino Oscillation Results from T2K”

International contributions for further upgrades are welcome

13

ND280 Upgrade performances

• High-Angle TPCs allow to reconstruct muons at any 
angle with respect to beam


• Super-FGD allow to fully reconstruct in 3D the tracks 
issued by ! interactions →lower threshold to 
reconstruct protons


• Neutrons kinematics will also be reconstructed by 
using time of flight between vertex of ! ̅interaction 
and the neutron re-interaction in the detector → first 
time in a neutrino experiment

Protons → threshold down to 300 MeV/c 
(>500/c MeV with current ND280)

Phys.Rev.D 101 (2020) 9, 092003

5

ND280 Upgrade performances

• High-Angle TPCs allow to reconstruct muons at any 
angle with respect to beam


• Super-FGD allow to fully reconstruct in 3D the tracks 
issued by ! interactions →lower threshold to 
reconstruct protons


• Neutrons kinematics will also be reconstructed by 
using time of flight between vertex of ! ̅interaction 
and the neutron re-interaction in the detector → first 
time in a neutrino experiment

Protons → threshold down to 300 MeV/c 
(>500/c MeV with current ND280)

Phys.Rev.D 101 (2020) 9, 092003

5

Improved acceptance for 
high angle tracks

To better constrain neutrino 
interaction systematic errors 

1x1x1cm3 scintillator cube 
x 2M (~60k ch readout)

ν

μ

p
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Status of ND280 upgrade
• Construction status 

• SFGD: Assembly is on-going at J-PARC. 

• HA-TPC : Production of the field cage, mass 
production of ERAM in progress 

• P0D detector removal was completed

Plan to start T2K data taking with the ND280 
upgrade in 2023

✤ Unprecedented sensitivity of 
neutrino interaction measurements 
w/ upgraded ND280  

✤ This is also beneficial for future 
experiments (Hyper-K, DUNE)

ND280 upgrade : data analysis timeline
Assuming data taking with upgraded detector end of 2023 

• commissioning/calibration → performances evaluated by summer 2024. 
• inclusion of upgrade data (muon and proton selections) in oscillation analysis by beginning 2025
• Inclusion of full upgrade capabilities (including new features like neutrons, hadrons kinematics at 

low threshold…) on the longer term with following results :

Phys.Rev.D 105 (2022) 3, 032010 

ν : μ− + proton analysis ν : μ+ + neutron analysis

ND280 upgrade : data analysis timeline
Assuming data taking with upgraded detector end of 2023 

• commissioning/calibration → performances evaluated by summer 2024. 
• inclusion of upgrade data (muon and proton selections) in oscillation analysis by beginning 2025
• Inclusion of full upgrade capabilities (including new features like neutrons, hadrons kinematics at 

low threshold…) on the longer term with following results :

Phys.Rev.D 105 (2022) 3, 032010 

ν : μ− + proton analysis ν : μ+ + neutron analysis

International collaboration incl. US
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N

S

EW
Material/Life 

Science Facility

Hadron Experimental 
Facility

500m

Neutrino beam-line 
& Near detector

Linac
H- 400MeV

3GeV 
Synchrotron 

(RCS)

30GeV Main Ring 
Synchrotron(MR)

J-PARC accelerators at Tokai

12

to Kamioka
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How can we increase beam power ?

Beam power improvement plan
Increase the MR beam power up to 1.3MW 
• Power ∝ 30GeV x # of protons x 1/Trep. 

• Upgrade MR for both shortening the  
repetition time (Trep.) and increasing  
the number of protons per pulse 

Improve the neutrino beam-line  
• Modest improvement to realize 1.3MW operation 

Increase the effective statistics (x1.5)  

• Horn current increase (250kA → 320kA) and data analysis 
improvement 

Achieved Target
Beam 
power 
[MW]

0.425 1.3

# of 
protons 
per pulse

2.2 x 
1014

3.2 x 
1014

Rep. 
Time 
[sec]

2.48 1.16

12

Magnet PS upgrade
2.48 à 1.32 s cycle

Add two 2nd H_RFs 

① Magnet PS upgrade
2.48 à 1.3 s cycle

② 2nd harmonic RF 
cavities 

③ RF system upgrade

④ 1.3 à 1.16 s cycle

2.48s

1.3s →1.16s
❖Upgrade of magnet power supply and RF

13

~1/2 of 
cycle time

+30% protons 
per pulse

2.5 x 1014

3.2 x 1014

0.5MW

1.3MW

Injection

Extraction

time

Energynow

target

Beam commissioning after 
2021-2022 upgrade is in 
progress



J-PARC neutrino beamline

14

4

RAL, UK & Japan

design w/
RAL,UK

U. of Colorado & Japan GPS US

Vietnam, US
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これまでのデータ取得状況

37

Neutrino beamline operation
• Accumulated 3.82×1021 Protons On Target (2010 Jan. ~ 2021 Apr.) 
• Replacement of radio-activated equipments(*) were successfully 

performed several times 
• Stable operation at 515kW has been achieved with no major issues

15
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Line: Integrated POT ν-beam ν-̅beam ν+ν ̅total

Horn&target replacement

Target He cooling pipe 
replacement

Beam window replacement

(*) horn,target and beam window are assumed to be periodically replaced
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νμ
μ

π
proton

Technical Design Report : arXiv:1908.05141 16

Increasing cooling capability for 
the heat generated by beam

Increasing capability of 
radio-active waste handling

Improving maintainability under 
radio-active environment

Improving performance 
of beam monitors

+ Increase horn current for better focusing  
+ Accepting high repetition rate (~1Hz) beam

proton beam monitors

target

horn
He vessel/decay volume

Beam Dump

Muon 
monitor

Horn PS upgrade 
DAQ improvement

How can we realize 1.3MW operation ?
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Stripline Water Cooling
• Water cooled striplines 
• Stainless pipe embedded in 12mm-thick plate by FSW technique 
• Cooling test with small test piece → > 3 kW/m2/K achieved. 
• Max temp. @ 1.3 MW = 56.5℃ ( < allowable temp. 80℃)  
• 1.25 MW (by He cooling) → 2.45 MW acceptable

�19

FSW�

Water path�

12mm

Water-tube embedded striplines using FSW 
Developed a new water cooled stripline 
which can accept up to 2.1MW

How to make a neutrino beam

15

Focus π,K produced in hadronic interactions.
Switch sign of horn current to focus π–, K– instead

Total three horns to
collect & focus mesons.

π,K+     +

π,K– –

B-field

π,K–      –

Electromagnetic horn upgrade

horn#1

horn#2
horn#3

Max 57.7℃  
(< acceptable temp.)

Horn Upgrade Plan

• 320 kA & 1 Hz operation ⇒ 10% neutrino flux gain 
• 3 power supply configuration

• Need new PS, Transformer, striplines


• Cooling improvement 
• Horn2 stripline cooling : He gas cooling (~750 kW) ⇒ water cooling (1.3 MW)


• New water-cooled striplines have been developed (only for Horn2)

• Additional cooling for upstream part of Horn2 conductors

• Cooling capacity improvement

• H2 removal system for safe operation

3

FSW part 

Horn2 front view 

StriplinesStriplines
(Previous) the He gas cooling 
method limits acceptable 
power to 750kW

Horn Upgrade Plan

• 320 kA & 1 Hz operation ⇒ 10% neutrino flux gain 
• 3 power supply configuration

• Need new PS, Transformer, striplines


• Cooling improvement 
• Horn2 stripline cooling : He gas cooling (~750 kW) ⇒ water cooling (1.3 MW)


• New water-cooled striplines have been developed (only for Horn2)

• Additional cooling for upstream part of Horn2 conductors

• Cooling capacity improvement

• H2 removal system for safe operation

3

FSW part 

Horn2 front view 

StriplinesStriplines

water tube embedded in striplines using 
Friction-Stir-Welding(FSW) method

17

Horn Replacement Plan
1. Old Horn1 storage  ⇒ completed (Feb.~Mar. 2022) 

• Horn1 transported from He Vessel to Maintenance Area

• OTR-II micro-switch investigation

• Horn1 transported to Storage Area

• Target 1st Heat Exchanger replacement (remote manipulation)


2. Old Horn2 storage (May~Jun. 2022) 
• He Vessel → Maintenance Area (this week) ⇒ ongoing

• Maintenance Area → Storage Area (June)


3. New Horn2 installation (Jul. 2022) 
4. New Horn1 installation (Oct. 2022) 

• OTR-III installation and work for alignment reproducibility 

• New target installation

12

Guide frame for horn extraction

Remote sling machine for horn

Control room for remote operation

New horn production/construction  
under cooperation w/ Colorado U. 
and FNAL

New horn2 was successfully installed

horn#2

Plan to resume beamline operation for T2K 
in April 2023
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Based on over 10 years experience and R&D at J-PARC, 
we promote KEK-FNAL cooperation for LBNF

LBNF neutrino beamline

KEK-Fermilab Cooperation for LBNF
Air-Tightness Hatch cover

Feedthrough for stripline
of Horn magnet
• Performance test and 

requirement satisfied
• Current testing prototype 

under development

Hydrogen removal for Horn cooling water
• Critical component for high-power beam 

operation
• Hydrogen recombination sufficiently remove 

H2 from 5%→0.1%/day
• Additionally introduced new ion-exchanger 

and O2 de-gasifier for safer operation.

• Performance test with 
Fermilab engineers in J-PARC

• Requirement of 10-6 Pa�m3/s 
satisfied

He circulation system for 
target cooling

• Thermal insulation for high 
temperature He gas line under 
development

• Proof-of-principle test of 
vacuum insulation pipe revealed 
a promising result
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KEK-Fermilab Cooperation for LBNF
Air-Tightness Hatch cover

Feedthrough for stripline
of Horn magnet
• Performance test and 

requirement satisfied
• Current testing prototype 

under development

Hydrogen removal for Horn cooling water
• Critical component for high-power beam 

operation
• Hydrogen recombination sufficiently remove 

H2 from 5%→0.1%/day
• Additionally introduced new ion-exchanger 

and O2 de-gasifier for safer operation.

• Performance test with 
Fermilab engineers in J-PARC

• Requirement of 10-6 Pa�m3/s 
satisfied

He circulation system for 
target cooling

• Thermal insulation for high 
temperature He gas line under 
development

• Proof-of-principle test of 
vacuum insulation pipe revealed 
a promising result

KEK/J-PARC - FNAL cooperation 

some of these are common technical challenges toward high intensity facility
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Advances in Proton Instrumentation (Cont’d)
• Extracted Beam Monitoring: FNALà J-PARC

• Assemble WSEM with Carbon-nano-tube wire (low-Z) at FNAL (2022), and test 
at J-PARC neutrino beam-line (2023~)

• LINAC Instrumentation (BSM, BPM @ drift tube, BLM @ LE, LWS) 
• FY2022~: Joint-study on optimization of BSM  will continue

• FY2023:  Laser-wire-scanner install at J-PARC RFQ test stand
• FY2024~:  Laser wire scanner measurement

FNAL Ti wire 
c-frame SEM Ti-wire WSEM Profile 

Monitor @ J-PARC

WSEM w/ CNT
Will be developed.

New HOPG target
Beam

Phase [degree]Time [μs]

~JFY2022 JFY2023 JFY2024 JFY2025Halo monitor:
optical+mechanical

design Production at J-PARC Shipment & install at FNAL 
CNT-WSEM for J-PARC: 

Production at FNAL Installation + beam test at  J-PARC

BSM design optimization (at FNAL & J-PARC) 
LINAC BSM:
Installed and 
tested

measurement
LINAC joint beam study

MR BPM: ADC board prototyping & test Test with entire setup

Assembly at J-PARC

Laser wire scanner at J-PARC: preparation

7

๏ Advances in Proton Instrumentation

๏ High-power target facility issues
• Radiation hardened beam instrumentation

• Autonomous Robotics 
and Remote Handling

• Horn design improvement for higher neutrino flux
• Joint design study on optimization of J-PARC horns

: MC studies by KEK → engineering design by Colorado
~JFY2022 JFY2023 JFY2024 JFY2025

High-power target facility issues

Design study of optimization & Improvement of target and horns

Improvement of J-PARC target exchange system

EMT and CT R&D for 
Tertiary muon monitoring

prototyping

10

J-PARC

FNAL NuMI

EMT, CT is under development  (beam test : ~FY2021, …) 
Test, Application@ NuMI

Improvement of 
hadron monitor @ FNAL

Study on application@ J-PARC

Non-GPS drone,
AI image recognition, etc
: Under development

@ FNAL

Application to J-PARC
Neutrino target exchange

Flux ratio for 
wrong-sign neutrino

Hadron monitoring:  design study

Installation + testing

Autonomous robotics for remote handling
Investigation & component test at J-PARC

Recent progress in US-Japan 
collaboration
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How to reduce “Tritium” ? 
❖ Cooling water activated by 3H (Tritium) 

❖ Radio-active water should be diluted and drained  

❖ We recently increased the size of the dilution tank to 
increase the capability of water disposal 

❖ Tritium contamination increases as increasing beam 
exposures → need to consider appropriate treatment 
of the 3H 

❖ R&D to understand Tritium production and 
knowledge sharing on Tritium treatment are in 
progress among US-Japan collaboration

Radioactive Water Disposal 
• Radioactive water disposal 
• 3H (Tritium) → dilution,   7Be → 99.9% removed by ion-exchange 

• HTO disposal by dilution 
• Current dilution tanks (84m3) : 400kW (8.4x1020 POT/year) acceptable 
• Toward >1.3MW, following will be adopted step by step 
• Increase disposal cycle ⇒ needs some technical improvements 
• A portion of radioactive water is taken by tanker truck  
• Construct an additional dilution tank with O(200)m3, entailing 
construction of new dedicated building

29

T.Ishida 23rd PAC for Nuclear and Particle Physics Experiments at J-PARC Main Ring, Jan. 11-13, 2017

To maintain water-cooled apparatus + relevant facilities, it is necessary to 
continuously treat the irradiated coolant water.
Although radioactive nuclear ions (7Be..) can be removed using ion-exchange 
resins, there is no way to remove (extract) the tritiated water (HTO) . 
Disposal after dilution (under control of Radiation Hazard Prevention Act) is common way.

Based on the working procedures established so far,  it is very hard to deal waste 
from 750kW operation within the same year by current drainage system. 
Upgrade water dilution tanks to  x ~3 larger volume (84m3Æ234m3) is proposed 
as a practical solution.

12

Upgrade of a radioactive water drainage system

750kW x 107sec(116 days) :  
15.6x1020pot: 390GBq
x ~2 larger than capability

Max. POT/year 
(best estimate) 
8.4x1020 pot* 

25GBq HTO produced per 1x1020POT
In Horn/TS He Vessel/Decay Volume Cooling Water 

11.5GBq

13.5GBq

* ~ T2K’s near-term request:  
9x1020pot/yr

[ 3.5GBq x 60disposal/yr = 210GBq ]

42 Bq/cc (70% of 60Bq/cc limit) x 84m3
= 3.5GBq/disposal Target Station

Utility Building

New 
building

84m3
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Upgrade of a radioactive water drainage system
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x ~2 larger than capability
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~ 9

October 24, 2019 11th Workshop on Neutrino Beam and Instrumentation (NBI2019)

Horn Cooling Water System

• Water cooling of horn conductors 
• Water spray onto IC ⇒ collected in drain tank ⇒ pump up


• Two independent pumps for water circulation 
• Water supply pump


• Water suction pump @ 7~8 m above horns


• Supply and suction flow rates are balanced manually

3

inner 
conductor

outer 
conductor

Drain tank

Pu
m
p 
up Buffer tank

Pump

Suction 
pump

He vessel

Height
~8m

Service Pit Machine Room

H2O

He
He gas line

He

Horn cooling 
water

Decay volume 
cooling water 

pipes

~6 times larger dilution tank has been newly constructed
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ハイパーカミオカンデ実験

3
12pT1-2 平出(本講演)
12pT1-4 片岡

12pT1-7 Friend
12pT1-8 石塚

• 大型ニュートリノ検出器の新規建設 (有効質量19万トン, SKの8.4倍)
• ニュートリノビームの大強度化 (0.5→1.3MW, 現在の2.6倍)
• 前置検出器の増強
➔ニュートリノ振動の精密測定、核子崩壊探索、ニュートリノ天文学など
ハイパーカミオカンデ検出器 前置検出器 J-PARC

~300 km
n

Hyper-K experiment

21

Far detector
Neutrino Near detectors J-PARC accelerator 

& neutrino beamline

✤ New 260 kton water Cherenkov detector  
  (Fiducial vol. = 190kton which is 8.4 times larger than Super-K) 

✤ Upgrade of J-PARC neutrino beam (0.5→1.3MW) 
✤ Upgrade of neutrino near detectors

~520 members, 101 institutes, 20 countries

Construction on-going.  Plan to start data taking in 2027
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Outside

✤ Status of excavation
Center of the main cavern’s dome 
reached on June 23, 2022

✤ Status of PMT production and delivery
Visual 
inspection & 
Testing signal 
for all the PMT 
is on-going



Summary
❖ J-PARC neutrino facility and its upgrade works for 

T2K and HK experiments are introduced  

❖ Some of upgrade works are performed under 
strong international and domestic collaboration 

❖ We will continue the US-Japan joint R&D to realize 
a Mega-Watt class high intensity neutrino beam 
fro long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments 
(T2K,NOvA,HK and DUNE)
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backup
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23New oscillation result
Jarlskog invariant

➢ Can search for potential CP violation by looking at the posterior probability and 
credible intervals for JCP

➢ Results depend on the metric in which we assume the prior for δ to be uniform

Marginalized over mass ordering hypotheses
Using θ13 constraint from reactor experiments: sin2(2θ13) = 0.0861 ± 0.0027 

si
n

2
θ

2
3 T2K preliminaryT2K preliminary

Very digest of what we are seeing
vs. ଶଷ

ଶ allowed region

9

Size of CP violation in the 
three-generation mixing 
framework.

Size of CP violation in the 
three-generation mixing 
framework.

Theoretically possible

In these regions, CPV is large enough to produce matter-antimatter 
asymmetry in the universe in some general Leptogenesis models

T2K data prefers largest 
(negative) CP violation.
T2K data prefers largest 
(negative) CP violation.

Not trivial which prior 
is more ‘natural’
Not trivial which prior 
is more ‘natural’

T2K results on Jarlskog invariant

NuFact Aug 1-6, 2022 Dr Laura Kormos, Lancaster University 21/31

More oscillation results

Bayesian posterior probabilities (with reactor constraint)

Jarlskog Invariant: J
CP

= sinθ
13

cos2θ
13

sinθ
12

cosθ
12

sinθ
23

cosθ
23

sinδ
CP

Jarlskog invariant  is
independent of PMNS
parameterization.

sign is also sensitive to 
Leptogenesis models

[arXiv:2005.01039]
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Understanding of Tritium behavior 

proton

diffusion

release/escape

Material A

Material B

production

From Reiter et al. (1993)

• We observed 3H from steel wall to water at J-PARC neutrino beamline.  
• Discussion started among FNAL, CERN, J-PARC (also muon facility) for 

similar issues. 
• To understand 3H release from materials, need to evaluate diffusivity and 

solubility of the 3H.

3H


